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When life gets tough, the tough gets going. So, if you’re weak, you might be left behind.

In this institution, you may be stable, but that is not a guarantee that you can remain and stay. Due to the many hardships and trials along the way, one is surely going to experience frustrations and disappointments which usually happens during ranking. One joins to such with the belief that he has what it takes, of course. Hence, when he fails, he might start doubting himself, specifically his abilities and skills. Unfortunately, there is a high possibility for you to leave not necessarily the school but your passions and aspirations instead.

Nevertheless, the system and the academe itself continues even without you. Therefore, sour-grappling toward such is not a good practice nor idea. Instead, you better move forward and prepare yourself for the next battle. Stay motivated and hardworking. As what Dr. Pringle once shared in his book, “God positions us in dark situations, so we can bring transformation.” Thus, we experienced failure for it calls for a change, a beautiful transformation, I must say.

In connection, during the old time, people enjoy life by simply watching shows through that small black and white television. But now, almost everyone has colored T.V. in their homes. From that time to what we are enjoying at the moment, it can be surmised that life really has to go through simplicity before it reached the stage of magnificence. Similar with us, we have to live simply, but we have to have a dream. As we chase that vision, we, on the other hand, have to do our mission to aim our goals.
To explain further, we all have dreams and sometimes those are what others aspire too. Consequently, we end up facing one another in that small room to win such. By doing so, we are like that black and white T.V. which is filled with blank slate of positivity (white) only to be blemished by the reality that we cannot have it all. To witness that scene right before our very eyes led us to perceive life pessimistically (black).

However, after such experience, we should not be that same black and white T.V. anymore but a colored one. Let that situation put colors into our lives. That is the spice of life. Actually, we have to twist and turn not because the world revolves in mysterious motion, but simply because we have to go with the flow in order to survive.

Thus, I think, dreams are made for us to continue. Our drive to hone and enhance ourselves must remain, so we can be deserving of such place we are hoping to reach.
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